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Abstract
This research aims to 1) Develop a common framework for artificial intelligence in higher education (AAI-HE
model) and 2) Assess the AAI-HE model. The research process is divided into two stages: 1) Develop an AAI-HE
model, and 2) Assessment the model. The sample consists of five experts chosen through purposive sampling. The
data is analyzed by means and standardized deviations statistically. The research result shows that 1) the AAI-HE
model consists of seven key components which are 1.1) User Interactive Components and Technology of AI, 1.2)
Components and Technology of AI, 1.3) Roles for Artificial Intelligence in Education 1.4) Machine Learning and
Deep Learning 1.5) DSS Modules 1.6) Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Education, and 1.7) AI to enhance
campus efficiencies, and 2) The result of the assessment of the AAI-HE model is rated as absolutely appropriate
overall.
Keywords: artificial intelligence, artificial intelligence in higher education, AAI-HE model
1. Introduction
AI is a concept developed by John McCarthy in 1955 to represent a computer that can execute a range of human
cognitive skills such as speaking, thinking, learning, and problem-solving (Nilsson, 1998). According to Baker and
Smith (2019), AI is a broad notion that encompasses a wide range of technologies and algorithms. Earlier in its
growth, AI in education was most typically connected with intelligent tutoring systems that tried to automatically
address issues such as boosting operator efficiency (Hwang, 2003). The growth of computing and information
processing methods has expedited the development of artificial intelligence (AI), which attempts to allow
computers to accomplish tasks by emulating intelligent human behaviors such as inference, analysis, and decision
making (Duan, Edwards, & Dwivedi, 2019; Topol, 2019). In recent decades, researchers who have studied AI have
reported significant progress. Using techniques like classical machine learning or modern deep learning, a growing
number of products may provide “intelligent services” by inferring or acting like humans. AI is now used in
several fields, such as visual and voice recognition, decision-making, natural language processing, and language
translation, and comes in various ways, including computer programs, software, embedded control systems in
equipment and robots. Some medical systems can assist human experts in identifying possible diseases or making
decisions by processing a vast range of data (Lathuiliere, Massé, Mesejo, & Horaud, 2019; Okuno, Nakadai, &
Kitano, 2002; Jantakoon & Wannapiroon, 2017), and some robots can interact with humans using visual and audio
monitoring technologies (Lathuiliere, Massé, Mesejo, & Horaud, 2019; Li, Li, & Niu, 2020; Zhu, 2020). AI
technologies have been used to advance a wide variety of businesses in today’s society (Russell & Norvig, 2018).
In this analysis, we restrict the definition of Artificial Intelligence to the educational context. AIEd
implementations are divided into three groups by Baker and Smith (2019): learner-oriented AIEd,
instructor-oriented AIEd, and institutional system-oriented AIEd. Students may research a topic using a
learner-oriented AI, often known as an adaptive or customized learning management system. An
instructor-oriented tool can automate administrative processes, reviews, plagiarism detection, and feedback
provision. These systems may also aid instructors in keeping track of their student’s progress so that proactive
intervention can be given. With improvements such as personalized ITS (Steenbergen-Hu & Cooper, 2014),
support systems are becoming more sophisticated (Heffernan & Heffernan, 2014), and “Instructor bots,” AIEd has
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demonstrated its ability to help learners recognize knowledge gaps and obtain personalized support, freeing
instructors from everyday menial tasks and allowing them to respond to students more effectively (Bayne, 2015).
Finally, AIEd resources may provide valuable information to institutional managers and decision-makers, such as
enrolment and retention rates across disciplines or universities. AIEd’s application is still a hot topic among
academics. Artificial intelligence in education (AIED) has opened new avenues for developing more successful
learning practices and improved technology-enhanced learning applications or environments (Jantakun &
Jantakoon, 2021; Jantakoon et al., 2019). Most scholars and professionals in the fields of computers and education,
on the other hand, continue to struggle to implement related practices or programs (Kay, 2012). Intelligent tutoring
systems and advanced learning systems face difficulties in terms of computer programming abilities and strategies
for simulating human experts’ wisdom. Human tutors’ knowledge and understanding were used to make judgments
and assessments based on the best possible data to help overcome challenges and enhance learning for particular
students. The strong dependency on technologies and the cross-disciplinary structure of AIED creates these
difficulties. If researchers do not grasp the functions of AI in education and how AI programs function, they will
not successfully incorporate AIED applications and practices and raise and analyze critical AIED research
concerns. An AI application may, for example, act as a mentor, monitoring student learning processes, assessing
results, and offering on-demand assistance. Interdisciplinary teams can develop intelligent teaching programs
focused on their students’ needs, helping students to study, practice, and interact with peers or tutors while also
offering guidance, advice, and help to those who follow. Their situation or requirements. The know-how and
features of AI technology, on the other hand, allow university instructors to use effective AI applications in the
classroom to increase learning outcomes, inspiration, or student participation as researchers. The effect of AI
applications may be studied in education. The architecture of AI algorithms with humanity as the principal concern
about the state of human beings is AI; this kind of AI involves explanatory and interpretable processes for
computation and decision and continuous modifications of AI algorithms through human contexts and society to
increase the mind of human beings through machines, thus increasing human well-being.
In these sections, we propose a standard paradigm for higher education artificial intelligence and the concept and
features of AI technology. Test issues are discussed in a common framework for artificial intelligence in higher
education, which will lead researchers and educators to develop and implement Best Practice as an educational
management method to allow educators or managers to prepare, make decisions and adapt the model
implementations in the future.
2. Objective
1) To develop a common framework for artificial intelligence in higher education (AAI-HE model).
2) To evaluate the AAI-HE model.
3. Scope of the Study
1) Population
The population is the experts in the field of artificial intelligence in higher education
2) Samples Groups:
Samples are five experts in the field of artificial intelligence in higher education chosen by purposive sampling.
They are highly experienced experts in these fields for at least five years.
3) Variables of the study:
1)

Independent variable is the AAI-HE model.

2)

Dependent variable is the appropriateness of the AAI-HE model.

4. Method
4.1 Phase 1 develop an AAI-HE model
Develop an AAI-HE model, components and technology of AI, roles for artificial intelligence in education,
machine learning, and deep learning, DSS modules, and AI to enhance campus efficiencies.
4.2 Phase 2 Assessment
1) Develop the AAI-HE model.
2) Assessment of the appropriateness of the AAI-HE model. The output data was obtained by using a 5-point
Likert Scale-based suitability measurement scale as well as means (x̅) statistics.
1.00-1.49 means the assessment topic is absolutely inappropriate
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1.50-2.49 m
means the asseessment topic is inappropriatte
2.50-3.49 m
means the asseessment topic is neutral
3.50-4.49 m
means the asseessment topic is appropriate
4.50-5.00 m
means the asseessment topic is absolutely aappropriate
5. Results
The AAI-HE model
m
is compposed of sevenn key componeents. Figure 1 depicts visuall representation
ns of
Stage 1. T
these conccepts

Figure 11. AAI-HE moddel
Interactive Com
mponents and Technology off AI
5.1 User In
Concerninng informationn systems that include sophiisticated algorithms, such ass artificial inteelligence, there are
additional or fewer issuees to deal with tthan systems w
with simpler onnes. Reinventinng assessment and methodolo
ogies
could be eessential when developing A
AI-driven webssites. The resullt of these hurrdles shouldn’tt make us cond
demn
AI; insteadd, it should driive the advanceement of Hum
man Computer IInteractions. P
Progression on these topics would
w
be beneficcial for non-iterrative approaches.
5.2 Compoonents and Tecchnology of AII
5.2.1 Dataa Management Subsystem
1) Database: Although the database ggathers valuabble informationn to satisfy thhe demands off the company
y and
enables moore people to access
a
it, they are also able tto use it. Conccepts and propposals can be ggeneral or raw data;
texts, phottographs, mapss, and sound can be made upp of concrete oor abstractions.. Data can be sseparated into three
classes: innternal data, offf-site data, andd personal datta. Storage appproach: The daata structure off a database ca
an be
loosely cattegorized as relational, hierarrchical, and neetwork. That thhe majority of m
management innformation is stored
in relational databases suuch as Oracle aand Microsoft SQL, as with NoSQL, such as MongoDB and CSV.
2) Databasse managemennt system: Dataabase managem
ment manages, constructs, annd modifies, annd uses databasses. A
good dataabase and its efficient admiinistration cann facilitate a multitude of managerial prractices. Prediictive
modeling ooften involves typical three aactions, such ass browsing doccuments, estabblishing, and m
managing a com
mplex
collection of relationshipps, as well as pproducing repoorts.
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3) Data catalog: Data catalogs are a complete listing of the information in a database. Where the database stores the
databases, including table and data files, is stored, is often called the database storage, and is part of the database
definition. The key role is to provide explanations regarding the sources of data. Additionally, it encourages the
addition, removal, and recovery of artifacts that have unique likes and dislikes.
4) Query function: Query does much of the work: retrieving, processing, and obtaining results. Other DSS
components decide how data is obtained, directly articulate how the outcomes are reached, and pass them on those
specifics to the person who made the request
5.2.2 Data Warehouse
1) Data Source: Data sources are usually coming from different distribution systems, including the operating and
web transaction databases as well as external sources, making them sources for the data warehouse.
2) Extraction, transformation, and load tools: The goal of data collect data from the source, arrange it, validate it,
and process it in the data warehouse, load it from the database.
3) Data modeling tool: It builds a knowledge model for the source data warehouse, and maintains an accurate
depiction of the data in the aim.
4) Central repository and data mart: This contains the information needed to store and manage data models, as well
as metadata. The metadata specifies the information in the source data warehouse, which can be used to
re-transform the source data, and helps identify the mechanism by which it will be transposed to the target. In
certain larger implementations, dedicated multidimensional databases can provide some advantages for
multi-dimensional decision support. DSS programs should be part of a data mart. However, the features of the data
center have been maintained even though the data in the data mart is not.
5) Target database: The goal of the target database is to contain, test, process, and order information.
6) Front-end data access and analysis tools: Information on the front-end user interface and behind the scenes
provide market leaders and thinkers with access to data for more in-depth research.
7) Data warehouse management tools: Information processing includes computer protection, data security, and
other issues as well
5.2.3 Model Management Subsystem
1) Model base: General, quantitative, management, other quantitative, and predictive models are all in the library.
These mathematical models have DSS. The model has four bases that can induce, act, and operate on, construe,
design, and critique models. Strategic, practical, and theoretical as well as models, there are also infrastructure
projects and programming objects.
2) Modeling tool: In the event of semi-structured or unstructured problems, templates, such as Java, OLAP
applications, or spreadsheets, certain model-specific tools such as programming models or spreadsheet modeling
are also needed.
3) Model base management system: Using programming languages, DSS tools, and other low-level building
blocks, are used to develop new programs and to improve them, as well as to manipulate the data
4) Model catalog: Also, the catalog can serve the same purpose as the reference model, which is to classify all
models. Defining a model requires the model’s key purpose is to see how well the design concept will function in
the real world.
5) Execution, composition, and instructions: Since models have processes as well, they still have real-world
limitations. It incorporates models that of that you may want to integrate as needed (for example, managing the
output of a model; For example, predictions are processed by another model, such as the linear programming
model).
5.2.4 Knowledge Management Subsystem
1) Knowledge acquisition: The collection, transmission, and then conversion and translation of information from
experts or archives of knowledge to computers to new systems or databases are crucial functions of work on the
creative continuum. Potential intelligence sources of information include researchers, textbooks, video archives
(whether public or private), and databases. The difficult part of getting information is for the experts to agree on a
price. We can’t create a huge infrastructure without someone who communicates with human experts. However, in
the majority of information engineering solutions, responses to human issues are interpretable, analogies for other
problems are created, and challenges are constructed to provide counterexamples to explain the differences.
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2) Knowledge base: Our database has the information necessary to decipher, demonstrate, and resolve issues. It has
two basic parts: skill and exploration. An in-depth fact is a fact in the solution of a certain domain, whereas a
specific heuristic or guiding principle is a unique solution in a particular area of application.
3) Inference engine: In expert systems, the “brains” are regulated structures, also known as rule-makers, that have
their working models, which can be called “inference engines.” it is, in essence, a reasoning and diagramming tool
that uses information from a knowledge base and a blackboard framework
4) User interface: A machine with an expert system can help to break down problems into a simplified form that
people can better understand, allowing them to communicate with it more effectively. This can be completed using
ordinary language. Since modern communication technologies cannot adapt to meet all of the requirements, most
applications rely on a consumer to ask questions to find out what he or she wants. Additional time-sensitive tools
such as spreadsheets, brochures, menus, and graphs may be used to increase productivity.
5) Blackboard: Blackboard architecture is used in work-memory computing. The checklist is used to provide a
representation of the current issue through the use of data. It is used to make calculations between expectations and
decisions. To-free (actual action) (candidate assumptions and action processes generated by the system so far).
6) Explanation subsystem: The ability to trace conclusions back to their origins is essential to making deductions
and discovering problems. Using interactive questioning, the interpretation subsystem can help users make sense
of their decisions and plans.
7) Knowledge-refining system: Human authorities have a methodology, that is, they can critically evaluate their
human methodology and progress with the findings, In the same manner, analyses of the effectiveness or failure of
programs are essential in the field of computerized learning so that they can better understand the reasons for it.
Having a more precise knowledge base and improved logic improves knowledge recall and recall performance.
5.3 Roles for Artificial Intelligence in Education
5.3.1 Artificial Intelligence Can Automate Basic Activities in Education
Teaching undergraduates is difficult and time-consuming, regardless of how much or what or how many TAs grade
assignments and exams for big lecture classes. While they devote considerable time to marking, you still spend a
large amount of time with your students, especially in the lower grades, teaching, as well as time on professional
development.
Although true that AIs will never be able to substitute for human grading, it is rapidly approaching that level. Using
applications to grade with almost all sorts of multiple-choice and fill-in-in-the-the-the-blank training is just the
beginning. Currently, essay grading software is in its early stages, but it will develop in the future and give
Instructors more time to spend on class activities.
5.3.2 Educational Software Can Be Adapted to Student Needs
Artificial intelligence will radically impact education in the form of more individualized instruction on some of
this. We’ve also seen adaptive learning and videogames serving as adjuncts. These programs adapt to the changing
student needs, incorporating a greater focus on specific subjects, providing extensive practice for previously
unnumbered subjects, and empowering students to follow their progress however they choose.
Instruction-mode customized to meet the needs of students of varying capabilities may be a machine-assisted
method for making all levels grow together in one classroom some uses of digital technology have already had a
big effect on education, and as AI develops in the future, adaptive programs can only be useful and common.
5.3.3 It Can Point Out Places Where Courses Need to Improve
Often instructors don’t know what they don’t know and thus fail to highlight or point out issues with their students
may not see in their lessons. Since the solutions already exist, creative and innovative uses of artificial intelligence
are also generating ideas Coursera is using big MOOCs. When students are all discovered to have given incorrect
answers on a homework assignment, the machine notifies the teacher with a solution tailored message so they
won’t duplicate their errors.
5.3.4 Students Could Get Additional Support from AI Tutors
Though there will inevitably be more stuff that teachers can’t deliver yet, the future will see more students
educated by “tutor-machines” (the non-physical) Artificial intelligence-based tutorials and tutorials have since
been created to assist students in elementary arithmetic, literature, and other subjects.
Programs will give students foundational skills, but real-world instructors must complement them with
higher-order thought and imagination. Only because these problems cannot be solved in a short time does not mean
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they cannot be solved in the future. From recent technical progress, the use of state-of-of-the-the-the-art tutoring
services is now beyond the realm of possibility.
5.3.5 AI-Driven Programs Can Give Students and Educators Helpful Feedback
Students are as well as professors have more control of their coursework which has the added benefit of AI
benefits. Improvement in the assessment of academic progress also includes reviews on the program’s overall
effectiveness. AI is used in both on- and off-campus classrooms to measure students’ success and inform teachers
about any issues they might be having. This kind of AI assists students in providing the kind of service they need.
educators view possible problems with instruction for students who might be experiencing difficulties with
learning Since the AI systems focus on providing individual course guidance, they’re about all aspects of life.
Some academics are designing programs that allow students to determine which majors have been fruitful and
underdeveloped areas of study. Future students will no longer be trained but will need to be prepared for a bold new
landscape of college majors.
5.3.6 It Is Altering How We Find and Interact With Information
Knowledge smarts like this make it possible for us to work on both personal and career matters, as well as how we
go about our educational pursuits. The use of artificial intelligence would alter the way knowledge is stored and
accessed in future students. Students today are perfectly willing to do something as long as it’s “creative”.
5.3.7 It Could Change the Role of Instructors
AI instructors will step in when necessary to give students the freedom to explore on their while also providing
plenty of instructional support and using their insights to the class. Technology is a significant contributor to many
of these changes in the classroom, particularly in the rapidly growing segment of schools that have fully embraced
the flipped learning method. Since intelligent systems are now commonplace in education, there will still be an
ongoing debate about the appropriate nature of what Instructors should be doing and how they should be evaluated,
so it will continue to be a topic for leaders and organizations for some time. We have already mentioned that
artificial intelligence will take on such activities as grading, including giving the pupil a better learning experience,
and also serve as a replacement for real-world tutoring. Though AI may be used in many other areas, it should not
be seen as a panacea for all problems in education. Artificial intelligence devices may be designed to be an
instrument for students to help find answers and do fundamental research for instructors. If in most cases artificial
intelligence (AI) shifts the facilitator’s position, instructors would be dispensable.
5.3.8 AI Can Make Trial-And-Error Learning Less Intimidating
A lot of trial and error is involved in all forms of study. Failure or not understanding the solution is a huge obstacle
for many students. Some people get upset when they are placed in positions of prominence, such as when they are
required to meet influential individuals like teachers or bosses. Placing sophisticated software to assist students in
learning is much more appealing than coping with the pain of trial and error. AI offers students an experiment that
can be conducted in a free and relaxed way, particularly when it comes to learning. Trial and error is, of course, the
natural process for AI.
5.3.9 Data Powered by AI Can Change How to Support Students
Artificial intelligence has changed the way colleges are gathering and delivering data on their prospective and
existing students. At any level, computer, from attracting students to guiding them across the curriculum, the
computer science department makes the college more customizable to the needs and interests of students.
5.3.10 AI May Change Where Students Learn, Who Teaches Them, and How They Acquire Basic Skills
This initiative will put in place a digital platform that would allow students to learn from anywhere in the world,
using software and help from mentor support to replace human teachers at times when they aren’t in class. Digital
teaching systems improve fundamental abilities. When the popularity of these programs and the individuals with
whom they provide a close relationship grows, moreover, the variety of resources they have tends to broaden.
5.4 Machine Learning and Deep Learning
5.4.1 Machine Learning
The goal of machine learning is to produce predictions that are very strong, insightful, and reliable out of
unsupervised and complex data. Statistical theory is closely intertwined with the best current thinking in machine
learning. While also model inference is conducted using models, however, statisticians rely on interpreting their
models’ parameters. The ML community’s major preoccupation was to get the best possible result, regardless of
consequences. Both measurement tools must be optimized to guarantee the accuracy of the experiment. An “out of
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sample” that predicts new data. To keep machine learning more accessible, there is also a new movement to make
model structures clearer. These models have been built according to the same standard as in the past and will work
in the future.
5.4.2 Deep Learning
The models of Deep Learning use a deep learning transformation: they do one input-specific job at a time, one at a
time. When you’re making a video, you use CNN. If you want to take advantage of text data, you must apply the
text to the context in the room. This can be done by word2vec transformations (short-long term memory
sequences) or LSTM for each new hidden Markov model that is created and the LTM-like mechanisms built daily,
an infinite number of new architectures can also be developed every day.
5.5 DSS Modules
1) Students Module: Enrollment of students, Reclassification of studies, tuition, specialization selection
Scholarships, dorms for students Certificates are given, Data and announcements on the web, The transfer of
students, Students are being expelled. Interrupting research, extending studies, doing a second or more specialty, in
other institutions, there is a diploma test. Activities such as tutorials and career counseling.
2) Teaching Module: Materials, syllabi, and instruction Schedule of classes choosing elective classes tutoring
activities for teaching and studying the practical job of students, Bachelor’s degree preparation, exams, etc. The
teaching team is being evaluated. Exam timetable, Final examinations, as well as partial tests during the semester
managing the grading of students, Bachelor final exam, and contestation of assessment findings.
3) Research Module: Evaluation of scientific studies, efficiency problems, and expectations coefficients of pay,
Human capital management approach, Job postings and interviews for research jobs, Ph.D. operation and
assessment, grant administration and continuity, and so on.
5.6 Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Education
5.6.1 Personalized Learning
Artificial intelligence is being used to personalize learning for each pupil. Making use of the principle of
Hyper-Personalization AI technologies, enabled by machine learning, are combined to create a personalized
learning profile for each student and to tailor training materials based on the preferred learning mode. Student
skills and knowledge vary. To help students understand a lecture, instructors can break it into mini learning guides,
smart notes, or flashcards.
With AI assisting in the development of digital material, learning is becoming more digitized and less dependent
on paperbacks. There will therefore be fewer written materials. AI-powered applications and systems allow
students to get quick and personalized answers, as well as clear tutor doubts. AI is also used to improve tutoring
and the design of assistants. Personal learning conversations that may help with studies or assignments Smart
instructional programs, such as Carnegie Learning, offer immediate guidance and interact closely with students.
These research assistants are still working to develop the integrated learning function so that all students can learn
at their level and at the appropriate time.
5.6.2 Voice Assistants
Voice assistants, such as Amazon’s Alexa, Apple Siri, Microsoft Cortana, and others, are another AI feature that
educators can use successfully in learning. Students can converse with media using these voice assistants. Learn
without the assistance of a teacher. They will work at home and outside of school to foster encounters with learning
materials or to gain access to external learning assistance. In the case of higher education, conventional learning
approaches are gradually being phased out, with many universities and colleges providing voice assistants to their
students instead of traditional handwritten student handbooks. Or a complicated website to help with
university-related knowledge needs.
5.6.3 Aiding Educators in Administrative Tasks
Educators deal for more than just their jobs in an educational environment. However, it also entails maintaining the
classroom atmosphere and performing a broad variety of corporate activities. They are tasked with a variety of
non-teaching responsibilities, such as essay evaluation, paper marking, test handling, handling necessary papers,
overseeing HR and staffing matters, and staging and handling classroom supplies. Booking and field management
responsibilities are managed. Travel, parent engagement and reaction, interaction assistance and second language
issues, patient or absenteeism monitoring, and provision of a learning environment.
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5.6.4 Breaking Barriers
Artificial intelligence technologies and devices have aided in making global schools accessible to everyone,
regardless of language or disability. There are all-inclusive services.
5.7 AI to Enhance Campus Efficiencies
5.7.1 Colleges Look to AI to Power Predictive Analytics
AI holds promise for universities as a way to drive student outcomes and empower personalized learning.
Although there has been much discussion about the opportunity here, real adoption has yet to reach the
mainstream: Rather, higher education is poised to take the lead.
5.7.2 Blended Data Centers Continue to Support Campuswide Computing
As part of the broader cloud transformation, many institutions continue to use a hybrid approach to data center
operations, mixing public cloud services with on-premises technologies.
5.7.3 Phishing and Ransomware Remain Key Campus Threats
All of this makes higher education an enticing target, and with identities stolen as a result of phishing attacks,
ransomware is becoming a more plausible attack scenario.
5.7.4 Colleges Look to CRM Solutions for Student Lifecycle Management
This software applications promise to provide administrators with a comprehensive vision of the student
environment to help them achieve their goals.
5.7.5 Smart Campus Technologies Offer Cost-Savings Potential
Higher education is embracing the intelligent sector, a vision of a technologically integrated learning area that
combined data and devices with the development of smart municipalities, to increase student experience. Colleges
ought to be smarter to succeed. A data-driven campus could allow managers to save money by simplifying costs.
The quick and intuitive interaction between university structures and management due to networking can be found
by students and faculty. Data could help improve public safety through monitoring and warning systems. Improved
usability could help students learn more efficiently in the classroom.
Stage 2. The evaluation of the AAI-HE model’s results.
Table 1. The assessment of systems principles, concept, and objective
Evaluation Lists

Level of suitability

Level of assessment

absolutely appropriate

x̅
4.60

S.D.

1. System’s principle and concept
2. System’s objective

absolutely appropriate

4.80

0.44

Overall

absolutely appropriate

4.70

0.48

0.54

The following tables describe the assessment of systems principles, concept, and objective. The assessment of
systems principle, concept, and objective from the experts is absolutely appropriate (x̅ = 4.70, S.D. = 0.48).
Table 2. The module assessment
Evaluation Lists

Level of suitability

Level of assessment

appropriate

x̅
4.40

2. Components and Technology of AI

absolutely appropriate

4.80

0.44

3. Roles for Artificial Intelligence in Education

absolutely appropriate

4.60

0.54
0.44

1. User Interactive Components and Technology of AI

S.D.
0.54

4. Machine Learning and Deep Learning

absolutely appropriate

4.80

5. DSS Modules

absolutely appropriate

4.60

0.54

appropriate

4.40

0.54

6. Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Education
7. AI to enhance campus efficiencies

absolutely appropriate

4.80

0.44

Overall

absolutely appropriate

4.63

0.49
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The results are presented in Table 2. The module assessment by the experts is absolutely appropriate (x̅ = 4.63,
S.D. = 0.49).
Table 3. The assessment of AI to enhance campus efficiencies
Evaluation Lists

Level of assessment

Level of suitability

1. Colleges Look to AI to Power Predictive Analytics

absolutely appropriate

x̅
4.80

2. Blended Data Centers Continue to Support Campus wide Computing

absolutely appropriate

4.80

0.44

appropriate

4.40

0.54

3. Phishing and Ransomware Remain Key Campus Threats

S.D.
0.44

4. Colleges Look to CRM Solutions for Student Lifecycle Management

absolutely appropriate

4.60

0.54

5. Smart Campus Technologies Offer Cost-Savings Potential

absolutely appropriate

4.80

0.44

Overall

absolutely appropriate

4.68

0.47

The assessment of AI to enhance campus efficiencies from the experts is absolutely appropriate (x̅ = 4.68, S.D. =
0.47).
Table 4. Summarizes the results of Table 3 details the values used in the assessment of AI to enhance campus
efficiencies
Evaluation Lists

Level of suitability

Level of assessment

1. The assessment of systems principle, concept, and objective

absolutely appropriate

x̅
4.70

S.D.

2. The module assessment

absolutely appropriate

4.63

0.49

3. The assessment of AI to enhance campus efficiencies

absolutely appropriate

4.68

0.47

Overall

absolutely appropriate

4.67

0.48

0.48

The results are presented in Table 4. The summary of the results is absolutely appropriate (x̅ = 4.67, S.D. = 0.48).
6. Conclusion and Discussion
The composition of the AAI-HE model derived from the design of seven groups of service providers can be
described as follows: 1) User Interactive Components and Technology of AI 2) Components and Technology of AI
consists of the following Data Management Subsystem, Data Warehouse, Model Management Subsystem, and
Knowledge Management Subsystem 3) Roles for Artificial Intelligence in Education 4) Machine Learning and
Deep Learning 5) DSS Modules consist of the following Students Module, Teaching Module, and Research
Module 6) Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Education consists of the following Personalized Learning,
Voice assistants, and Aiding educators in administrative tasks 7) AI to enhance campus efficiencies consists of the
following Colleges Look to AI to Power Predictive Analytics, Blended Data Centers Continue to Support
Campuswide Computing, Phishing and Ransomware Remain Key Campus Threats, Colleges Look to CRM
Solutions for Student Lifecycle Management, and Smart Campus Technologies They Offer Cost-Savings
Potential. The assessment result of the suitability of the composition of the AAI-HE model from five experts
reveals that the suitability average level is absolutely appropriate. This demonstrated that the system’s composition
derived from the design could be improved as the AAI-HE model to guide researchers and instructors who intend
to study, implement, Best practices as a tool to support the management process so that administrators could set up
plans and make any decisions more efficiently. This is consistent with Klutka et al. (2018), who found that the
implementation of artificial intelligence had the most significant ability to transform higher education of any
technological advancement. Furthermore, the findings are consistent with those of Kaku (2011) and Kelly (2017),
who discovered that the advancement of artificial intelligence, deep learning, and computational architectures, and
some continue to predict a brighter future for AI across all sectors of society. In terms of fundamental technologies,
network systems, and essential equipment needed for internet connectivity, the AAI-HE Model should be well
equipped.
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